Torpedo Station
Feb. 12th 1874

Friend Pope,
Your favor of July 1st was duly received. I was very glad to hear from you. I hope to have the pleasure of seeing you before long. With best regards to Duplex I have a model of one on hand that has been built at least three years, which makes me of a peculiarly constructive polarization delay - was either the continuity preserving,
Key or not at please sends one message in one direction & the other in the opposite at please sends both in the same direction & way stations can send to a terminal station while the terminal is sending or receiving from the other terminal or from another way station. I had a full sized instrument constructed about a year since & its delay has been in special (not duplex) means ever since. It has
not required read
fortnight since the
first time it ended
at least two other
have been contracted
for similar service
because its performance
is so much alike.

This service (as I
said above) is not
duplex—but special
or secret.

I have delayed
applying for patent
on any of the
decency which
is desirable—If
Mr. Hawkins should
be different—I
should not make
my application
for patent at
present—I could...
be very glad to have him get a good price from the N. A. & be assured I will not let my farm down to his injury. I have not yet set a price though I have in my own mind what figure I would take they are that nominal however.

I have noticed that the Company line does not break at any inundation very badly I think the risk (the Brahms) is some on the Comr
Jesupelo Station
April 13th 1824.

Friend, Papa.
I must
ask pardon for not
replying to your queries
about the dekwood
patent before—but as
have had no much
sickness & anxiety in
the household for the
last 7 or 8 weeks that
I have felt obliged to
neglect everything that
it was possible to do of
matters of business. As we
are a little better off now
I hope to continue on.

P. S.
Impede States
Newport R I
Dec. 8th 1873

Dear Papa

New York

Are you and Mrs. Pep
Make us this winter—be
will be greatly delighted
to see you and pretty well
for us—I am at Boston
every Saturday or some-
times on Thursday last
If I knew in town
when you would come
even it if were on one
of this days I would
always to be at home
and they buy never
more than I would
like to enter into communication with you with reference to leaving the Duplex. 
How comes the new ink? How regular?

Mrs. M. G. Farmer

Our Cousin, Alpex Stott, 
the Major, is now at 
Brooklyn. I can expect 
her back in just a month. 
I was with her on Monday. 
We would like to have 
you and Mrs. O. Meet 
her. An hour or two 
will enable us.
was...Such...was...the...Spiral...Antecedent...to...Brown's...jewels?...It...was...it...Antecedent...to...the...Cremation...of...Copper...at...the...bottom...of...the...Callanish...Cell?...In...other...words...did...he...first...use...a...Copper...Electro...reaching...near...to...the...top...of...the...blue...alloy...solution...if...so...then...I...should...think...that...that...just...might...be...made...the...basis...of...a...good...Claim...I...do...not...clearly...understand...the...reason...of...the...Complete...Separation...of...the...two...liquids...it...appears...to...occur...equally...and...whether...the...Spiral...turns...one...way...on...the...other...
whether a plate be used as Edison uses it or as in fig. 5 of the patent or whether a copper hook be used as I use it. I must confess I do not understand it.

I have not tried the cross of copper but have been there in use a notice! the solution clear. I must get a copy of the Calland patent and look it over.

I did think to apply for patent on the hook form of the electrodes but fearing thinks it worth the while. I like it better than the Edison plate & this less trouble to make & put in place.
than the Techwood Spiral - gives less resistance than any other firm that I have tried. I think I write you that we always had a ground wire in the Signal Box and it was used to temporarily when the current was interrupted, but never as a matter of course that I remember. I also note a third wire to connect to in case any experiment, but its use was abandoned. I have not seen either Carter's or Mr. Culloch's Palace, but hope to see you before my trip begins. Give love to Mrs. French and Mrs. F.
Feb. 26th 1829.

F. L. & Co.

Dear Mr.

In the pamphlet I would not like to give testimony until I have time to look the matter up. 

Your truly,

[Signature]
Thrust aside - even if I do not after a long acquaintance of the matter - I am almost unequal to the burden for nearly two years I have been very ill this week at least for this purpose I shall be glad.

M. F. Edition is notified to this amazing March 16th, it is possible that I shall be there if I could, you may tell my testimony as your.
I wish to do the best that I can, Mr. --

In order to do this fairly, I need to consider some what.

Please let me know from you early.

All most love,

Yours Truly,

[Signature]
Jenkell Station
Feb. 27th, 1875.

My dear friend Pete,

I think that I can help you. When I went yesterday I was very tired, the labor seemed like a mountain, but after I had rested awhile the "steam seemed to rise". The hot liquor seemed much clearer below the surface. It appeared then that I might track by what an electric engineer should in the art can do.
to put your system into operation by an applicant named T. Constance. Skill done as an engineer or bridge builder would not

waste to Congress a Bureau N.Y. located off

New York — a capital to examine of the air-

ventilating faculty. Whether

the plan was 20-40 or

60 ft. long, he would

know the strength of

materials to proceed
to calculate the dimensions
of his timber frame.

The true design
Inland Station
March 21st, 1858

My dear Pat,

I should have written sooner but I knew it had not been well with
my return. I took a very violent cold in March, 1857, and I know it got upon me. I
in getting better. I think it was in the coach and I travelled and
there was not much to write about.

This time - I mean to try every thing of the Doctor -
to reason to Mr. Johnson - and we will call on you.

Ever To and from
for Mr. No. 205305
is essentially in my
book 1 1/2 and 6
prize 2 1867
claim 2 antiques 6

No. 205305.
antiques 5 m-

No. 144117.
antiques

No. 196834
switcher w/ ramp 7/22

No. 810152

both ready in spring
Would it not be best
to make the case
for
Claim in the
Claim in 1865-1866
will entail some
intercourse. If any
Claim can be made that
this was done with
Conflict for back
into our case - the
that will Conflict
just into one of many
different cases - I
will make other changes
and submit. Perhaps
for Claim for study
of breadthbreath in the
middle into writing case.
I will write you again
on the Matter.

Wm Ett Co
From pede Station
April 25th 1858

Dear Sir,

Gen. [illegible]

I have looked over the Model + Mode the sketch one of the screen cells on the new board.

[Illegible]

I send you the tree board [illegible] connected on the tree board (3) — I pray that the implementing letters F, & c. are ready — but I shall sometime connect E, & c. to F — or whether to C (on your sketch) or connect f, to w, & c, & w, discerning.
I also at one time thought of using the Context B to B. If f, 1 work a set of Nervier Chester to using the Contex B B to B. If to work the heavy Chester I think that was the original intention of them. Now it is to long from the Chester was (Most of the Narrative written which is last) that I don't remember why the model was to make. I have and the regulation both ways.

So perhaps you can simply say that the supplements.
Dear Mr. Smith:

Our last week at Paris de champs de m. N.G. taking Deh. sphere testiness.

Please send the enclosed to Mr. Ashley or to Mr. Hamilton.

Yours sincerely,

M.G. Farmer.
Indiana State
April 25th, 1833.

Wm. Ashley
Mr. Hamilton.

I truly hope you can get it sent to me one of the interesting pamphlets issued by the "American"
"Rapids?"
"Telegraph"
"Company"

Yours,

M. S. Farmer.
Cup 10 is connected by ends to Cup 5

Cups 8 & 6 receive main current.

Cups 1 & 7 receive local battery to work the engine.

Cups 7 & 2 receive local battery to work shifting motions of the waterbox.

Main circuit.

Back side of turbine.
Torpedo Station
Newport R.I.
Oct. 1st 1879

W. H. Sawyer
Dear Sir,

Please send to me at this place six of the glass jars (such as you sent me two of for the Anchwood) I wish to use them for a Bichromate battery when I need a cheap cell—also if you can give me an approximat e 
fir for the Anchwood cell.
Complete I could in a way an offer now satisfactorily there. The cannonally rigm of the art to its full. I hope to get to running soon. The true I have to give them careful tests.

Sirs, yours,
M. G. Farmer.
To myself;

From: Statue

Newport, R.I.

March 20, 1882

To: Mr. Pahl

Dear Friend,

Don't get away from me. I am trying to answer your question as I feel able. Some answers are relatively easy and some will require more time. Next week I shall make some further progress.

Next week I shall make some further progress.

I am trying to sort out what I am trying to sort out. I am trying to sort out what I am trying to sort out.

Can We all get along well for us—then it will go on.

W. C. Owner.
The Secretary from the Patent Office as follows:

"Wash. March 10, 1880.

Also July 12,

System of heating by
Electricity No. 525" filed
Dez. 19, 1880.

Claims 1-2, 4, 5-10 all as
and 40, 24 of 1879 -- Claims 13

1 Eng. Oct. 20th 1089 of 1878 --
Claims 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
7 Mar. 20th 1089 of 1878.

1878 -- Claims 5, 6, 17, 8
are distinct in subject matter
from the other parts of the
Invention. Must be Claim.
The above is about what
the next step is expected. Now
who shall do the bulk
of deciding this or the
thesis? If you don't agree
with me, I would be glad to know you
do it. Not you. The
next meeting, Larry and Man.
 shouldn't go into it as a point.
The new master will do
these things, though,
not dissertation. Coming
in 12-14-15-16 and
which might be present. Though
The kernel of the thing is
Mr. Sawyer and Mr. and
his judgment. I shall
check up the English students
and dent for copies of them.
How are you at your skating diary. We all saw
Brown at this
Again yours
S. Q. Ferris
Prospect Station
Aug. 2, 1872

My dear friend,
Do all congratulate you on the appearance of the "Little Stranger" and with him forever you— with all the best things for father—mother & sisters—

I haste to see you any day that you can come—think the change will be best for you—

we can certainty of return meeting here.
When you come here bring a hard basket of this recipes if not too many trouble we do just get mine and hers all pretty well and love ever yours
M. E. Sessions

De F. L. Oct. 3
Trenton Station  
May 4th 1835

Dear Sir,

I am much obliged for your letter & the description of the
Bread. Perhaps you omitted the grand crotchet attached to the upper key
but never mind. I understand it, only it am
much obliged. I am many to hear of your & health. You
will do well to be careful & abstemious in all things. I
doubt not the work.

Yours as ever well.
he at Times perfectly labored & dreamed & a trip to Europe ought to do you good, if you could go unencumbered with care. I hope soon to hear of you improved health.

I am greatly obliged for your efforts to obtain Chemical paper for me: I fear they fear that I too am at work on Auto-Matic— but that is the farthest removal from my thoughts— to simply an ex-haliment for a tempo-

ny Photographic
Alone are my kinder regards to Mrs. Harts. Also remember me to Mr. Harts.

Uncle

M. T. Farnam
Irregular Station
Oct 14th 1884

Dear Mr. Doe,

I would like to have you (where) in N.Y. I set the one or two copies of the Army and Navy Journal for Sept 5th 1884.

You will find in it quite an interesting act. of the Forrest Experiments which took place here before the Senate Committees in Aug.

I wish you would write to tell me what place you are in Committee (was).
I spent the honeymoon. I have forgotten but think it was
Stamford Conn.

I will visit you again in a day or two.

Will you Visit us? But At N. discs don't look very flattering
to them.

We will be very glad to see you here when you & yours
are able to Come.

Yours truly

M. G. Foster